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The paper is composed of three (31 main Sections as follows:

Section I: Fourteen (14! compulsory questions.

Section II: Attempt any three (3) out of five questions.

Section III: Attempt any one (11 out of three questions.

Allowed materials: Ruler, square and compass
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Section I. Fourteen (1af Compulsory questions 5SmarLs

01. List down four (4) types of location drawing used in the construction process. 4marks
o.2. What 3re the three (3) properties of a good sketch? 3marks
03. What are two (2) standards used in orthographic projections? Sketch their s5rmbols.

Smarks
0,4. List down four (4) principal types of projection used in technical drawing. 4marks
05. Given below standard paper sizes, fill in the table their corresponding formats. 4marks

Sheet size (mmf Format

594 X841 ?

297 )t420 ?

841 X 1189 ?

210 ){297 ?

06. Make observation of the presentations below and say whether tJrey are correct or incorrect.

07. List down three (3) types of dimensions in terms of functionalitJr.

08. In dimensioning, how are the elements shown below by a question mark, called?

4marks

3marks

4marks
09. Mention four (4) main guiding principles of a proper dimensioning. 4marks
10. List down six (6) main reasons of producing sectional views. 3marks
11. List down general letter st5rles, and then differentiate the letter groups below by their

appellations. 4marks
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L2. Give specific names to quadrilateral figures below:

^ffiBCDEFGH ^zuBCDEFGHrabc d efgh 3ebcclet-g5hij

opoostr.
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13. List the types of the following lines in their order of precedence:

Break line, cutting - plane 1ine, dashed line, full line

L4. State out ten (10) elements to be included on a sketch map.

Section II. Choose and answer any three (3f questions

4marks

5marks

SOmarks

ls. (a) Fill in the blanks with suitable word . (write the whole sentences). 4marks

The abbreviation BIS stands for

The abbreviation ISO stands for

Plane geometr5r is the study of construction of-geometric figures having

dimensions.

of circle is used as the profile of a gear tooth.

(b) Distinguish the correct from incorrect statements. Use the table below. 6marks
{i When the cutting plane is perpendicular to the axis and cuts all the generations of a

cone, the section obtained is an Ellipse

{} The front view is obtained when an object is projected on vertical plane

$ When a line is parallel to HP it will not have H.T

{} When a line is parallel to VP it will not have V.T

ti The shorter distance between two points is called a circle

{} Isometric drawing is also known as isometric view

Correct statements Incorrect statements

L6. List two (2) important informations to put on the longitudinal profile drawing of the road.

Give the general rules for dimensioning. l0marks

L7. From the information below produce the longitudinal section of this figure and name it
A-A.

18. Draw a triangle and mark all its parts (use geometrical terminologr). lOmarks
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Section III. Choose and answer any one (lf question

i

19. A) Give the styles of freehand lettering. Give also their sub-types.

B) Spacing is the distance which is to be left between two adjacent letters in types of

iettering. What are the rules for the space between two lines?

lOmarks

lSmarks

2o. Produce a plan view of septic tanks of 15 users and put all the necessar5r information.

2L. Consider this ptan shown below and make the section S-O1.
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22.

tu ruef *s ffikls et *fiff*,*- 
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Explain the importance of Technical drawing course in your career of public works (answep

not above 1O lines).
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